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 Accessible in https://www-svn-corpus.cea.fr/nuresafe 
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 On the 26.06.2015 nuresafe svn was in the revision 267  
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 All CEA components are in the corpus repository, so the 
changes in non-CEA tools are here represented. 
 Looking at the log file, very few people is using this.  
 From the last 150 commits (8 months): 
• jjimenez :  70 J. Jimenez (KIT) 
• perin:   30 Y. Perin (GRS) 
• nc203726:  23 N. Crouzet (CEA) 
• gommlich:  25 A. Gommlich (HZDR) 
• dabir:   2 TRANSAT (ASCOMP) 
 Only 4 users were active in the svn repository!! 
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 The main objective of the svn repository has not been 
yet achieved during the project: 
• A shared point where everybody could get access to the input 
decks, coupling scripts, latest versions of XS libraries, etc… 
 
 This speed up bug tracking, improve code robustness. 
 
 Use of codes integrated within the SALOME platform. 
 
 Good for non-regression testing. 
 
 Simplifies email communication, no files attached in emails that 
can get lost in space or time. 
 
 Tracking of changes, different versions of input decks. 
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 Of course, each partner can chose his way of working 
within the project, but it could be not the most efficient 
way for finalizing some tasks, specially the ones related 
to code coupling. 
 
 The NO use of the NURESAFE svn repository can 
explain partially the big delays in some WP. 
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